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Before starting preparation know 

the schools of Historiography

 Orientalist historiography: 

Indologists/Orientalist - 18-19th century European scholars

 Brahamanical perspective of Sanskrit texts accepted without 

critique

 Social & religious institutions & traditions- critiqued

 Indian society = Static + despotic

 Confusion of race, religion & ethnicity 

 Exaggerate impact of foreign influence

 Classification of Past- Hindu, Muslim & British period.
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 Nationalist Historiography:

Wove together data from texts, inscriptions, coins & other 

material remains to show contours of ancient Indian past

 Insistence on indigenous roots of cultural development

search for Golden age  Vedic ae & Gupta age

 Contribution to political history South India brought into 

narrative + study of regional politics

 Discovery of non monarchical polities

 Retained periodization of Hindu, Muslim, British 

Communal tendency  valorize Hindu period
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 Marxian Historiography

 Shift from event centered political narrative to 

delineation of social & economic structures & processes

especially class stratification & agrarian related

 Uncovered non elite groups

 Work with unilinear model of West

 Texts sometimes read uncritically  insufficient attention 

to problematic chronology & peculiarities of genre

 Class focused  less attention to social stratifications such 

as caste/gender

 Religion & culture sidelined
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 Subaltern Historiography

 Group of scholars interested in postcolonial and post 

imperial societies 

 Ranajit Guha  primary leader  work on peasant 

uprisings in India

 Definition of subaltern by Ranajit Guha – “ the 

demographic difference between the total Indian 

population and all those whom we have described as 

“elite”.
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Paper- 1
Ancient History
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1. Sources
Archaeological sources :

 Exploration, excavation, epigraphy, numismatics, 

monuments.

 Prepare the sources along with the topic/period that you are 

preparing. This will help in remembering the characteristics, 

better presentation, awareness and better analysis as nowadays 

trend in shifting towards analytical questions + this will help in 

map work

 For Numismatics and monuments also focus on evolution of style 

from one period to other, the kind of material used, the motifs ( 

as they symbolise the cultural+ societal and political aspects)

 Also prepare standard questions-

 How inscriptions/coins act as source of history?

 How they reflect the cultural evolution? 

 How they help in reconstruction of history?

 Coins, excavation and inscriptions help in reconstructing the bygone 

times. Justify/elaborate/discuss.
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Literary sources:

 Indigenous: Primary and secondary; poetry, scientific 
literature, literature, literature in regional languages, 
religious literature.

 Prepare 2 or 3 literary sources for each period and the 
dimensions that they cover

 for e.g. Vedic era- Vedic hymns, Puranas, Buddhist Jatakas, 
epics, Jain texts, Sangam literature, Shruti text, Smriti text, 
Arthashastra

 While reading the literary sources focus on 

 Society  division of labour & hierarchy 

 Economic activities

 Land  hereditary/ownership

 Position of social groups Varna system, women, untouchables

 Language divisions upper castes speaking Sanskrit, women and 
others  Prakrit

 Rise of literature in regional language + epigraphs in 
Sanskrit/Khroshti/Pali/Prakrit
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Foreign account: 

 Greek

 Megasthene’s Indica – Seleucus’ envoy to the court of 

Chandragupta Maurya

 Arrian, Justin & Strabbo- quoted works of Megasthenes in 

their subsequent works while original work has been lost.

 Periplus of Erythrean Sea and Ptolemy’s geography- valuable 

data for study of ancient geography & commerce 

 Greek & Roman accounts mention about Indian ports and 

enumerate the items of trade between India and Roman 

empire
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 Chinese 

 Fa Hien – Record of Buddhist countries,-indirect 

references to polity, more focussed on Buddhist centres-

describes fourth-fifth century

 Hsuan Tsang- Buddhist records of Western World-

describes Buddhist shrines, Buddhism, describes the social, 

economic & religious conditions in seventh century- reign 

of Harsha

 Itsing – Record of Budhdhistic religion- refers to Sri 

Gupta, valuable for studying North India in seventh 

century
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 Arab writers.

 Alberuni – Tarikh-ul-Hind (accompanied Mohammad Ghori)

 Merchant Sulaiman- visited Bhoja ad 851

 Abul Qasim- Tubbaqat ul-Umam- book on ancient Indian 

culture and science

 Ibn Batuta- no notes made, travelled for twenty nine years 

which was later on chronicled .
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2. Pre-history and Proto-

history 
 Geographical factors; hunting and gathering 

(Palaeolithic and Mesolithic); Beginning of agriculture 

(Neolithic and chalcolithic).

 Focus on why most of settlements near the rivers, 

development of rock shelters

 Lifestyle how the transition happened from nomadic to 

sedentary  stone tools, paintings and archaeological 

evidences 

 Cover the geographical spread, settlement patterns, then 

the subsistence economy (agriculture, animal husbandry, 

fishing, hunting)

 Prepare historical sites as they are important for map work

As for this phase nothing can be said in concrete manner, we 

rely on evidences and leave the conclusions open ended. 12



 Chalcolithic culture:

 Jodhpura, Ganeshwar, Ahar, Malwa & Jorwe cultures 

 Use of different colours & shapes

 Burial practices – pottery as grave good, belief in next 

birth, start of inequalities

 Trade in pottery- Imamgaon pottery found far away

 Paintings on pottery 

 Naturalistic design

 Evidence of hunting

 Geometrical designs

 Boat on some pots symbolize long distance trade

 Religious beliefs from sun, mother goddess

 Evidence of fishery

 Domestication of dogs & cattle
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3. Indus Valley Civilization :

 Origin, date, extent, characteristics-decline, survival 
and significance, art and architecture.

 For origin part still there is debate whether the people 
were indigenous or not. We have interpretations by 
historians so prepare the justifications by 3-4 historians 
and there point of view. As there is no concrete evidence 
the origins can’t be concluded

 Same thing will apply to date as there is no consensus for 
exact time frame

 Extent will vary throughout all four phases, have a rough 
idea of the sites in the four phases and then eastward 
movement

 Characteristics will vary for all the four phases, but 
prepare the characteristics phase wise with examples of 
towns/settlements e.g. Harappa, Mohanjodaro, 
Kalibangan. Characteristics will cover societal, economic 
& cultural aspects also
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 Origin of IVC

 John Marshall- long antecedent history

 M Wheeler- migration of ideas & not people – idea of 

civilization from the west

 Chakraborti – transition from early to mature. IVC catalyzed 

by craft specialization especially copper metallurgy + 

agricultural growth

 IVC type of state/empire

 M.Wheeler- highly centralized, ruled by aristocratic priest 

from twin capitals of Mohanjodaro & Harappa

 S.C.Malik – Harappa as a chiefdom state

 Shereen Ratnagar- IVC as an empire

 Fairservis- IVC neither an empire nor a state but accepted 

some element of centralized control & class structure.
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 Characteristics of IVC (Urban civilization)

 Town planning

 Great bath- Mohanjodaro

 Naval dockyard- Lothal

 Drainage system

 Granary- Mohanjodaro

 Art & architecture- dockyard, granaries, high degree of 

workmanship, dancing girl, stone statue, pottery

 Trade & commerce- seals

 Citadel

 Factories & workshop – discarded materials found in bulk 

at one place

 Seals & writing
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 Decline- there are multiple theories of decline-

 Aryan invasion theory by M.Wheeler

 Climate change theory- linking decline to change in monsoon 
patterns by Ronojoy Adhikari

 Natural disasters like floods, tectonic movements, shifting of 
Indus as cause of decline by M.R. Sahni & George F Dalas

 Ecological degradation theory – overexploitation of 
environment due to overpopulation & degradation by 
Fairservis

 Survival & significance:

 In religion & spiritual field- Pashupati’s resemblance to Shiva, 
worship of people tree, humped bull, mother earth, discovery 
of fire altars in Lothal & Kalibangan  fire cult, still in 
practice

 Pottery patterns

 House plan similarities

 Lost wax method of sculpture manufacturing

 Similarities in clothing

 Beginning of binary & decimal; measurements & weights 

 Trade
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4. Megalithic Cultures :
(Chakraborti has mentioned in detail)

 Distribution of pastoral and farming cultures outside the Indus, 
Development of community life, Settlements, Development of 
agriculture, Crafts, Pottery, and Iron industry.

 Extent- Deccan, Vindhya, Aravalli ranges & North west; important 
sites- Maski, Hallur, T Narsipur, Nagarjunakonda, Adichannallur

 Megalithic sites as burial sites or commemorative memorials

 Emergence of ruling elite who presided over a surplus economy

 Features:

 Beginning of sedentary life- agriculture, hunting, fishing, animal 
husbandry, craft traditions

 Widespread use of Iron- artefacts present

 Well developed tradition of specialised crafts- bead making, Cu & Bronze 
artefacts

 Development of metallurgy

 Beginning of trade- centres of craft production, networks of exchange, 
location on trade routes, interregional trade

 Rock paintings- fighting scenes, cattle rids, hunting scenes, group dance 
etc.

 Community work
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 Settlement patterns

 Villages  sizeable population  urban bias

 Houses thatched or reed roofs supported on wooden post, Maski- postholes found

 Close to irrigation tanks (rain fed/stream fed)  intensive agriculture

 River valleys/basins black/red sandy/loamy soil

 Rainfall zones with 600-1500mm

 Initially thought as settlement of nomadic people now clear evidences of sedentary 
lifestyle

 Subsistence economy

 Iron industry 

 Tools found with grave goods as well as independently at various sites

 Range of artefacts indicate wide range of occupations practiced- carpenters, 
cobblers, bamboo craftsmen, lapidaries engaged in gemstone work, blacksmith, 
coppersmith, goldsmith 

 References found in Sangam literature

 References in Manimekalai- Buddhist epic

 Chakraborti discards claim of iron being introduced by Indo- Aryans as ores suitable 
for preindustrial smelting are found in all parts of subcontinent leaving aside alluvial 
river valleys.

 Debate over impact of iron technology- DD Koshambi (eastward movement to reach 
iron ores of South Bihar), R.S.Sharma (role of iron axes in clearing the forest), 
Makhan Lal (RS Sharma’s concept of clearance with iron axe+ agricultural surplus a 
myth; Ganga plain heavily forested till 16-17th century) 19



5. Aryans and Vedic Period 
 Expansions of Aryans in India:

 Extent of their spread and eastward movement- gradual 

spread from sapta Sindhu to Brahmavarta; areas- Delhi, 

Meerut, Kosala, Kashi, North Bihar etc. 

 Literary evidences – Vedic literature- mentions of 

geographical spread, socio economic & religious life, gods 

& goddesses, assemblies- sabha/samiti, occupations-

cattle rearing, agriculture, craft making, carpentry; 

references to forts, walled cities etc.

 Archaeological evidences – sapta Sindhu still exists except 

Sarasvati; painted grey ware pottery- extensive 

distribution mainly across Indus- Gangetic divide; PGW 

sites; iron objects; evidences of cultivation; bones of 

cattle, sheep, pig etc.
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 Vedic Period: Religious and philosophic literature; 
Transformation from Rig Vedic period to the later Vedic 
period; 

 Contribution to secular literature : conception of time, 
political history reconstruction (Vayu/Matsya/Vishnu purana 
mention about Nandas, Maurya, Shunga, Kanva, Andhra etc; 
historical geography; Intermingling Of culture – Brahamanical 
and non Brahamanical

 Religious literature- Puranas, Vedic hymns With focus on 
nature worship

 Philosophical literature – Six philosophies

 Nyaya- philosophy of logic and reasoning

 Vaiseshika- Essence of things

 Samkhya- non theistic Dualism

 Yoga- self discipline for self realization

 Mimansa- reflection of Dharma

 Vedanta- Conclusion of Vedic revelation.
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 Political, social and economical life; 

 Political- change from pastoral to sedentary, rise of kingship and 

hierarchy.

 Early v/s later Vedic period:

 Transition pastoral to agriculture based

 Change in importance of deities from early to later

 Increased importance of sacrifices and rituals

 Rise of Varna system and deterioration of condition of women
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Social life Economic life

Sedentary society Agriculture as mainstay

Varna system Service groups

Varnashram system Industry related occupations

Condition of women & slaves-

degraded from early to later

Trade

Disease & cure- reliance on 

nature

Coinage 

Food & clothing patterns- dhoti, 

veg + non veg

Metal usage



 Significance of Vedic Age

 Flourishing of India as well knot agricultural society

 Increased usage of iron technology

 Rise of monarchy ; hierarchy, assigning of roles based on skills then birth; 
rise of chaturvarna system

 Emergence of Hindu system of belief

 Evolution of Monarchy and Varna system.

 Evolution of Varna system will cover –origin in Purushsukta hymn of Rig 
Veda; 1) what is mentioned in Dharmasutras and manusmriti (idealized 
situation) ; 2) what happened in reality- gradual evolution – division first 
based on work then based on birth and how it took present form

 Evolution of monarchy- pastoral to sedentary Lifestyle, creation of surplus 
economy + economy based on cattle; need of protection; concentration of 
power in hands of strong; rise of rituals due to rise of surplus strengthened 
position of ruler  strengthened monarchy rise of hierarchy

 Transition from pastoral communities to territorial states to monarchy 
highlighted by Witzel- argued Kurus represented first state in India

 R.S.Sharma ,” Rig Vedic society was neither organised on basis of social 
division of labour nor on difference in wealth.. It was organised on basis 
of kin, tribe & lineage”.
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6. Period of Mahajanapadas 

 Formation of States (Mahajanapada): Republics and 
monarchies; Rise of urban centres; Trade routes; Economic 
growth; Introduction of coinage; Spread of Jainism and 
Buddhism; Rise of Magadha and Nandas.

 Anguttara Nikaya and Mahavastu mentions about 16 
Mahajanapadas

 The topics are very direct. Special emphasis should be given on the 
republics & Jainism and Buddhism

 Republics- true nature, kind of polity, economy, and what was the 
factor behind their rise and fall- Arthashastra mentions in detail 
about the functioning of republics and how their strength is 
collective decision making & biggest weakness also; read it in 
context of Magadha how rise of Magadha indirectly led to the fall 
of republics.

 Buddhism and Jainism- the socio-politico-economic conditions that 
led to rise of both the religions; why so many followers, important 
patrons, role and position of women, texts of both religions, what 
led to the fall of both religions.

 Sources- Buddhist texts, Puranas, Arthashastra

 Correlation of rise in trade with rise of Urban centers
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 Factors responsible for rise of Republics

 Reaction against pattern of life in later Vedic period

 Against acceptance of superstitious religious practices that 
took heavy toll of cattle stock

 Against hereditary kingship bolstered by Brahmana's

 Against Brahamanical domination

 Against Vedic orthodoxy- Varna, domination of upper caste, 
coercive oppression

 Socio political conditions  raids booty chief accumulated 
wealth + claimed revenues  resentment  republic

 Factors responsible for Magadha’s political success

 Geographical position  capital as jaldurga

 Ganga & tributaries – important trade routes

 Freedom from Brahamanical orthodoxy as an asset 

 Access to iron ore mines

 Resources- fertile soil + timber + elephants

 Strategic matrimonial alliances

 Effective extraction & deployment of resources by state

 Creation of strong military force
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 Iranian and Macedonian invasions and their impact.

 What were the major invasions, sources through which we 

know about invasions( Behistan inscription)

 Focus on both the aspects the way in which they were able to 

leave long term impact- cultural changes, settling of Invaders 

and assimilation in society, introduction of new elements in 

drama and theatre, introduction of new clothing habits, 

influence of new scripts, ideas; impact on astronomy, art and 

religion; political impact and economic impact by opening up 

new trade routes, better direct connect and improved ties

 The way in which these invasions were not able to impact 

much – shorter time period and the things turned back to the 

older routine; not complete invasion as it was mere border 

invasion, the heartland was saved; Indian civilization was very 

much developed so had more to offer then to learn
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7. Mauryan Empire 
 Foundation of the Mauryan Empire, Chandragupta, Kautilya and 

Arthashastra; Ashoka; Concept of Dharma; Edicts; Polity, Administration, 
Economy; Art, architecture and sculpture; External contacts; Religion; 
Spread of religion; Literature.

 For Ashoka’s concept of Dharma there are different interpretations by 
different scholars – RC majumdar equated it to Budhdhism, Romila Thapar 
mentions it as an invention by Ashoka for empires consolidation, N Shastri 
interprets it as ethical code of conduct, While some historians view it as a 
humanistic concept

 Edicts try to remember the important edicts and their content- no need to 
memorize all focus on ¾ famous edicts

 Sources will be Ashoka's edicts, Arthashastra, Megasthenes Indica, Buddhist 
texts, Dipavamsa & mahavamsa, Milindapanho , Vishakhadutta’s 
Mudrarakshasha for analytical questions

 For the question on kind of polity- different historians have different 
interpretations so better to quote the historians and leave the answer open 
ended

 Centralized polity- Arthashastra mentions it

 Romila Thapar- empire as two parts- metropolitan under direct control & 
peripheral- sphere of influence not under direct control

 Gerard Fusman- given the extent plus technology of the time centralized not 
possible, plus local level initiative present as seen in scripts and Language
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 Disintegration of the empire; sungas and  Kanvas.

 Disintegration – can Ashoka’s Pacifist policies be blamed?; Role of 

successors, Internal factors (large empire, issues in 

communication, weak successors, division of empire, patronage 

to Buddhist, sidelining of Brahmans- Brahamanical revolution?) ; 

External Factors ( Bactrian Greek invasion)

 Sungas & Kanvas – focus more on the continuity and variation in 

socio political, economic & religious domains from Mauryan 

empire; changes brought out by them; role played by them in 

long run; revival of Brahmanism

 Besnagar pillar inscription Of Helidorus mentions in detail about 

the Shunga period

 Jatakas and Milindapanho mentions about them

 B.D.Chattopadhyaya mentions about numismatic evidences of 

multiple kingdoms between the fall of Mauryas and rise of 

Satavahanas
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8. Post-Mauryan Period (Indo-

Greeks, Sakas, Kushanas, 

Western Kshatrapas) 
 Contact with outside world; growth of urban centres, economy, 

coinage, development of religions, Mahayana, social conditions, 

art, architecture, culture, literature and science.

 Prepare schools of art- Gandhara, Mathura & Amaravati in detail, 

their comparison

 Coinage- how it reflected the political-religious- economic 

condition; new features added by Greeks- gold coins + double 

strike, mentioning the era, image of ruler & deities etc.

 Mahayana school- features, significance of motifs, texts, 

similarities and differences from Brahmanism; sources- inscriptions 

from monastic sites, Chinese pilgrims, writings of thinkers as 

Nagarjuna, Vasabandhu; Mahayana sutras e.g. Lalitavistara; idea of 

bodhisattva, Madhyamika school of Nagarjuna, Yogachara school, 

image worship, position & role of women.

 Literature- Sanskrit+ regional, centers of learning, composed by; 

topics covered 29



 Contact with outside world – impact on polity, security, 

economy, trade, society, art, culture, literature- new ideas 

assimilated because of the contact. Sources-

 archaeological- Mohenjodaro has evidences of intercourse 

between  IVC & Western world; 

 Literary- Jewish chronicles mention about sea voyage to the 

east + articles brought; Jataka stories- reference to trading 

voyage to kingdom of Bavaria

 Science-

 developments in medicine(yunani system from Greeks), 

 astronomy(usage of Greek names of plants & technical terms), 

 astrology, concept of horoscopes from Greeks, 

 art & architecture ( coin making, town planning(John Marshall 

mentions Mauryan cities were unplanned Greek cities were 

planned which was later on adopted in India);

 religion ( image worship).
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9. Early State and Society in 

Eastern India, Deccan and South 

India:
 Kharavela, The Satavahanas, Tamil States of the Sangam Age; 

Administration, Economy, land grants, coinage, trade guilds 

and urban centres; Buddhist centres; Sangam literature and 

culture; Art and architecture.

 Kharavela- highlight his role especially in context of Jainism, 

Hathigumpha inscription to elaborate his tenure

 Nasik inscription mentions about Gautamiputra satkarni-

Satavahana; other sources- Puranas, Aitreya Brahmana, coins, 

Nanaghat inscription

 Evidences of trade With south East Asia- literary- Sanskrit & Pali 

text, Arthashastra, Jatakas. Archaeological- Indian coins found in 

SE Asian countries, Indian artefacts, Etched beads etc.
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 Tamil states- Cheras, Cholas and pandyas-

 sangam literature, Buddhist texts and works by historian 

Champakalakshmi; 

 Mudulaikulam inscription- mentions about village assemblies;

 Greco Roman sources- mention about city administration; 

 reference to guilds in Jatakas, Junnar & Nasik inscription; 

 Sangam text mentions about markets in Puhar & Madurai 

 Long distance trade- H.P.Ray’s approach- social practice of marine 

technology 

 Society- Tamil texts mention about interaction between North 

Sanskritic & Southern Tamil culture e.g. Tolkappiyam mentions 

about marriage rituals introduced by Aryans

 Champakalakshmi highlighted relation between Sangam society & 

megalithic culture
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10. Guptas, Vakatakas and 

Vardhanas:

 Polity and administration, Economic conditions, Coinage of 
the Guptas, Land grants, Decline of urban centres, Indian 
feudalism, Caste system, Position of women, Education and 
educational institutions; Nalanda, Vikramshila and Vallabhi, 
Literature, scientific literature, art and architecture.

 Gupta period as golden age by nationalist historians- why so? 
Right or not? ( glorification of period as a reaction to 
imperialistic historiography- be balanced & leave answer open 
ended); highlighted features- political unification, 
exceptionally fine works of Sanskrit Literature, developments 
in stone sculpture & architecture; presumption that all this 
was based on economic prosperity & social harmony

 Feudalism in India  views of RS Sharma, DD Koshambi & BD 
Chattopadhyaya

 Education & educational institutions – cover all aspects-
temples as learning centres, ghatikas, monasteries, individual 
tutors for noble class, gurukuls and so on 
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 Sources-

 inscriptions (royal prashasthi (public message bearing media, 

details of royal genealogies, report success not reverses, reflect 

prevailing hierarchies & ideals of king), royal land grant 

inscriptions(socio economic process, administrative structure, 

agrarian relations), donative inscriptions ( social history, source of 

patronage)

 Coins- public message + media of exchange; Gupta coins 

(gold/silver/copper + features); other dynasties

 Seals & sealing  Bhita & vaishali 

 Sanskrit literature- Kamandaka’s Nitisara, Smritis- Narada, Vishnu; 

epics & Puranas; Tamil texts- Silappadikaram & Manimakalai; works 

on medicine, astronomy  & technical treasures- Kamasutra & 

amarkosha

 Traveller’s accounts- Fahien, Hieun Tsang, Itsing

 Sculptural & architectural remains 

 Sources for Vakatakas- inscription @Amravati, Basim plates, 

inscriptions of Harisena

 Damodar copper plates mention about the administration
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 Before focusing on land grants focus on land ownership:

 Communal/ corporate mentioned in Vishnu Smriti; Royal ownership 
as mentioned in Megasthenes Indica, Arthashastra, Dharmasutra, 
Private ownership- mentioned by Jaimini

 Land grants- who granted? purpose? Sources- donative records, 
copper plates.

 Royal land grant sources- Mahabharat, Purana & Arthashastra, Pali 
canon; Guptas- Bhitari inscription, Bihar stone inscription

 By subordinate rulers

 Non royal land grants- Damodar copper plate.

 Urban Decay –

 R.S.Sharma

 Literary evidences- contradictions Kamasutra, Silappadikaram, 
Manimekalai

 Archaeological – Ahhichatra, Varanasi, Patna, existence of monastic 
centers- decline of old rise of new centers

 Crafts- Indore plates of Pravarsena

 Metal work- mentioned in Kamasutra

 Artistic remains- Ajanta paintings

 Ornamental & Cosmetic works- Amarkosha & Ajanta paintings
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11. Regional States during 

Gupta Era:

 The Kadambas, Pallavas, Chalukyas of Badami; Polity and 
Administration, Trade guilds, Literature; growth of 
Vaishnava and Saiva religions.

 Tamil Bhakti movement, Shankaracharya; Vedanta;

 Institutions of temple and temple architecture; 

 Palas, Senas, Rashtrakutas, Paramaras Polity and 
administration; Cultural aspects.

 Arab conquest of Sind; Alberuni, 

 The Chalukyas of Kalyana, Cholas, Hoysalas, Pandyas; Polity 
and Administration; Local Government; Growth of art and 
architecture, religious sects, Institution of temple and 
Mathas, Agraharas, education and literature, economy and 
society.
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12. Themes in Early Indian 

Cultural History:

 Languages and texts, major stages in the evolution of 

art and architecture, major philosophical thinkers and 

schools, ideas in Science and Mathematics.

 Gupta art & regional art

 Architecture- religious ( stone temples, brick temples, 

Buddhist stupa), cave architecture, human figures, 

Sculpture, metal images, terracotta art

 Languages & texts- focus on Sanskrit, Prakrit, Tamil

 Astronomy & Mathematics- works od Varahmihira, 

Aryabhata, Brahmagupta; sulvasutra; ganitashastra

 Medical knowledge- Ayurveda, Charaka Samhita, Sushruta

Samhita, veterinary science- hastayurveda of palakapya
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medieval History
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13. Early Medieval India, 

750-1200:

 — Polity: Major political developments in Northern India and the 
peninsula, origin and the rise of Rajputs.

 For origin of Rajputs there are various theories- indigenous/mixed 
race/ Agnikula legend; ties of Rajputs based on blood relations; 
causes of their rise & defeat

 — The Cholas: administration, village economy and society 
“Indian Feudalism”.

 Comparison of Indian feudalism to those prevalent in European 
societies

 — Agrarian economy and urban settlements.

 — Trade and commerce.

 — Society: the status of the Brahman and the new social order.

 — Condition of women.

 — Indian science and technology. 39



14. Cultural Traditions in 

India, 750-1200:

 — Philosophy: Shankaracharya and Vedanta, Ramanuja 

and Vishishtadvaita, Madhva and Brahma-Mimansa.

 — Religion: Forms and features of religion, Tamil 

devotional cult, growth of Bhakti, Islam and its arrival 

in India, Sufism.

 — Literature: Literature in Sanskrit, growth of Tamil 

literature, literature in the newly developing languages, 

Kalhan's Rajtarangini, Alberuni's India.

 — Art and Architecture: Temple architecture, sculpture, 

painting.
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15. The Thirteenth Century:

 — Establishment of the Delhi Sultanate: The Ghurian 

invasions - factors behind Ghurian success.

 — Economic, Social and cultural consequences.

 — Foundation of Delhi Sultanate and early Turkish 

Sultans.

 — Consolidation: The rule of Iltutmish and Balban.
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16. The Fourteenth 

Century:

 — “The Khalji Revolution”.

 — Alauddin Khalji: Conquests and territorial expansion, 
agrarian and economic measure.

 Works of Ziauddin Barani- Alauddin first to separate state & 
religion; Persian historian Wassaf,”he sent an expedition to 
Gujarat as a holy war”; Jain sources mention him summoning 
Acharya Mahasena; coins

 — Muhammad Tughluq: Major projects, agrarian measures, 
bureaucracy of Muhammad Tughluq.

 Works of Ibn Battuta; coins & token currency(analysed by 
Satish Chandra)

 — Firuz Tugluq: Agrarian measures, achievements in civil 
engineering and public works, decline of the Sultanate, 
foreign contacts and Ibn Battuta's account.

 Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi by Ziauddin Barani
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17. Society, Culture and 

Economy in the Thirteenth and 

Fourteenth Centuries:
 — Society: composition of rural society, ruling classes, 

town dwellers, women, religious classes, caste and 

slavery under the Sultanate, Bhakti movement, Sufi 

movement.

 — Culture: Persian literature, literature in the regional 

languages of North India, literature in the languages of 

South India, Sultanate architecture and new structural 

forms, painting, evolution of a composite culture.

 — Economy: Agricultural Production, rise of urban 

economy and non-agricultural production, trade and 

commerce.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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18. The Fifteenth and Early 

Sixteenth Century-Political 

Developments and Economy:

 — Rise of Provincial Dynasties : Bengal, Kashmir (Zainul
Abedin), Gujarat.

 — Malwa, Bahmanids.

 — The Vijayanagara Empire.

 — Lodis.

 — Mughal Empire, first phase : Babur, Humayun.

 — The Sur Empire : Sher Shah’s administration.

 — Portuguese colonial enterprise, Bhakti and Sufi 
Movements.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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19. The Fifteenth and Early 

Sixteenth Century- Society and 

culture:
 — Regional cultures specificities.

 — Literary traditions.

 — Provincial architectural.

 — Society, culture, literature and the arts in 

Vijayanagara Empire.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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20. Akbar

 — Conquests and consolidation of empire.

 — Establishment of jagir and mansab systems.

 — Rajput policy.

 — Evolution of religious and social outlook. Theory of 

Sulh-i-kul and religious policy.

 — Court patronage of art and technology.

 Archaeological remains, coins, Akbarnama & Ain-I-Akbari 

by Abu’l Fazl

 Critic Badauni- orthodox Muslim, strongly resented the 

reforms of Akbar
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21. Mughal Empire in the 

Seventeenth Century:

 — Major administrative policies of Jahangir, Shahjahan

and Aurangzeb.

 — The Empire and the Zamindars.

 — Religious policies of Jahangir, Shahjahan and 

Aurangzeb.

 — Nature of the Mughal State.

 — Late Seventeenth Century crisis and the revolts.

 — The Ahom kingdom.

 — Shivaji and the early Maratha Kingdom.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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22. Economy and society, in the 

16th and 17th Centuries:

 — Population Agricultural and craft production.

 — Towns, commerce with Europe through Dutch, English 

and French companies : a trade revolution.

 — Indian mercantile classes. Banking, insurance and 

credit systems.

 — Conditions of peasants, Condition of Women.

 — Evolution of the Sikh community and the Khalsa

Panth.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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23. Culture during Mughal 

Empire:

 — Persian histories and other literature.

 — Hindi and religious literatures.

 — Mughal architecture.

 — Mughal painting.

 — Provincial architecture and painting.

 — Classical music.

 — Science and technology.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU B.A.
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24. The Eighteenth Century:

 — Factors for the decline of the Mughal Empire.

 — The regional principalities: Nizam’s Deccan, Bengal, 

Awadh.

 — Maratha ascendancy under the Peshwas.

 — The Maratha fiscal and financial system.

 — Emergence of Afghan power Battle of Panipat, 1761.

 — State of, political, cultural and economic, on eve of 

the British conquest.

 Covered all the above topics from IGNOU BA History books
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Irfan Habib- Marxist school, 

worked extensively on ancient & 

medieval history
 Strong stance against Hindu & Islamic communalists

 Analysed the Medieval era in detail

 As we need to prepare historians views for the exam 

and their take on various rulers, reforms introduced by 

them, I selectively prepared Irfan Habib’s take on 

various rulers alongwith the literary sources.

 Its totally upto you which historian you want to prepare. 

If we prepare multiple historians we end up mixing the 

names and their stance. 
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modern History
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 For this portion try to go through “From 

Plassey to Partition and After- A History of 

Modern India” by Sekhar Bandyopadhyay. 

It covers 

• the perspective of historians, 

• Analytical part

• Provides the facts & figures for justification 

and substantiating our answer
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1. European Penetration 

into India:

 The Early European Settlements; 

 The Portuguese and the Dutch; 

 The English and the French East India Companies; Their 
struggle for supremacy;

 Focus on how the English & French East India companies were 
different from each other, what were the factors that led to 
the victory of French

 Carnatic Wars; 

 Bengal-The conflict between the English and the Nawabs of 
Bengal; Siraj and the English; The Battle of Plassey; 
Significance of Plassey.

 Prepare analysis of Battle of Plassey in detail- how it marked 
end of middle age & start of modern age- Jadunath Sarkar 
supported this view, try to be balanced while writing answer 
as the matter is debatable & no solid conclusion can be 
reached.
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2. British Expansion in India:

 Bengal-Mir Jafar and Mir Kasim; 

 Their role, interests, how they could have changed the course 
of history.

 The Battle of Buxar;

 How it led to the concretization of empire whose foundation 
was led by Battle of Plassey, changes after battle of Buxar, 
how it helped in conquest of India

 Mysore-

 role of Hyder Ali & Tipu Sultan, how Tipu Sultan tried to 
modernize the state, his international outlook, Anglo-Mysore 
wars

 The Marathas; The three Anglo-Maratha Wars; 

 - try to memorize important treaties & battles, personalities 
involved

 The Punjab –

 role of Ranjit singh- his success & failure in establishing a Sikh 
empire, causes of fall
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3. Early Structure of British Raj:
 The Early administrative structure;

 Comparison of one under Mughals and then gradual changes 
brought under British

 From diarchy to direct control; 

 What was the need of it? Its impact on India & on British

 The Regulating Act (1773);

 The Pitt's India Act (1784);

 The Charter Act (1833); 

 The Voice of free trade and the changing character of 
British colonial rule; 

 Correlate it with the free trade movement gaining momentum 
in England and the forces within the country

 The English utilitarian and India.

 How it was born in India? Ideas of Jeremy Bentham, idea of 
rule of law, as a justification for colonialism, steps taken 
under it (ban on sati, law codification, ryotwari settlement)

 How it lacked human warmth between rulers and those being 
ruled.
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 Phases of evolution in Indirect Rule – by Michael 

Fisher

 1st phase- 1764-97

 company’s residents in courts of Awadh, Hyderabad & 

Murshidabad after Battle of Buxar(1764)

 2nd phase – 1798-1840 

 Aggressive expansionism 

 Role of Lord Wellesley + policy of subsidiary alliance

 Change of role of Resident

 3rd phase- 1841- 57

 Idea of consolidation rather than expansion

 Direct annexation under Dalhousie
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4. Economic Impact of 

British Colonial Rule:

 (a) Land revenue settlements in British India;

 The Permanent Settlement- role of Cornwallis; views of 
historians- PJ Marshal (focus on how revenue demand was 
just 20% higher than what prevailed before 1757) & BB 
Chaudhuri (demand doubled b/w 1765 & 1793)- 19% area

 Ryotwari Settlement- role of Thomas Munro & Mount 
Elphinstone; David Recardo’s Theory of Rent; PUTCUT 
settlement; Ravinder Kumar & Sumit Guha’s view how it 
led to social upheaval – 52% area

 Mahalwari Settlement- R.M.Bird – 29% area

 Economic impact of the revenue arrangements; 
Commercialization of agriculture; Rise of landless 
agrarian laborers; Impoverishment of the rural society.
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 (b) Dislocation of traditional trade and commerce;

 De-industrialization- industrial population of Bihar region 
declined from 18.6% in 1809-13 to 8.5% in 1901

 Decline of traditional crafts- fall in number of weavers & 
spinners Bihar region declined from 62.3% in 1809-13 to 15.1% 
in 1901

 Drain of wealth; (prepare 1-2 facts given by Dadabhai Naoroji 
or R.C.Dutt for value addition in answer to quote the quantum 
of drain)

 Economic transformation of India; Railroad and 
communication network including telegraph and postal 
services; 

 Famine and poverty in the rural interior;

 Famine policies and attempts done by the British government 
should also be quotes, be balanced in approaching the 
question

 European business enterprise and its limitations.

 A subpart of the question will be Indian business enterprises, 
why they were successful
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5. Social and Cultural 

Developments:

 The state of indigenous education, its dislocation; 
Orientalist-Anglicist controversy, 

 How it started with William Hastings, role of Max Muller, 
Macaulay, HH Wilson; 

 Analysis- idea of enlightenment, patriarchal notions of British, 
perspective of liberty, reverse acculturation administrative 
efficiency

 The introduction of western education in India; 

 The rise of press, literature and public opinion;

 Prepare with examples and analysis

 The rise of modern vernacular literature; 

 Progress of Science;

 Christian missionary activities in India.
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6. Social and Religious Reform 

Movements in Bengal and Other 

Areas:
 Ram Mohan Roy, The Brahmo Movement; 

 Devendranath Tagore;

 Iswarchandra Vidyasagar;

 The Young Bengal Movement; 

 Dayanada Saraswati;

 The social reform movements in India including Sati, 

widow remarriage, child marriage etc.; 

 The contribution of Indian renaissance to the growth of 

modern India;

 Islamic revivalism-the Feraizi and Wahabi Movements.
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7. Indian Response to British 

Rule:

 Peasant movement and tribal uprisings in the 18th and 19th 
centuries including 

 the Rangpur Dhing (1783), 

 the Kol Rebellion (1832), 

 the Mopla Rebellion in Malabar (1841-1920), 

 the Santal Hul (1855), 

 Indigo Rebellion (1859-60), 

 Deccan Uprising (1875) 

 the Munda Ulgulan (1899-1900); 

 The Great Revolt of 1857 —Origin, character, causes of 
failure, the consequences; 

 The shift in the character of peasant uprisings in the post-
1857 period;

 The peasant movements of the 1920s and 1930s.
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8. Factors leading to the 

birth of Indian Nationalism

 Politics of Association; 

 The Foundation of the Indian National Congress; The 

Safety-valve thesis relating to the birth of the Congress;

 Programme and objectives of Early Congress; 

 the social composition of early Congress leadership; 

 the Moderates and Extremists;

 The Partition of Bengal (1905); 

 The Swadeshi Movement in Bengal; the economic and 

political aspects of Swadeshi Movement; 

 The beginning of revolutionary extremism in India.
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9. Rise of Gandhi

 Character of Gandhian nationalism; 

 Gandhi's popular appeal; 

 Rowlatt Satyagraha; 

 the Khilafat Movement; 

 the Non-cooperation Movement; 

 National politics from the end of the Non-cooperation 
movement to the beginning of the Civil Disobedience 
Movement; 

 the two phases of the Civil Disobedience Movement; 

 Simon Commission; 

 The Nehru Report; 

 the Round Table Conferences; 
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 Nationalism and the Peasant Movements;

 Nationalism and Working class movements; 

 Women and Indian youth and students in Indian politics 

(1885-1947); 

 the election of 1937 and the formation of ministries; 

 Cripps Mission;

 the Quit India Movement; 

 the Wavell Plan; 

 The Cabinet Mission.
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10. Constitutional Developments 

in the Colonial India between 

1858 and 1935.
 Direct questions are asked from this portion but try to 

focus on the analysis portion 

 The international circumstances and scenario when the 

changes were introduced

 what was outcome of the developments

 How different sections reacted to the developments

 What was the course of action taken by the leaders 
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11. Other strands in the 

National Movement.

 The Revolutionaries: Bengal, the Punjab, Maharashtra, 

U.P., the Madras Presidency, Outside India.

 The Left; 

 The Left within the Congress: Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhas

Chandra Bose, the Congress Socialist Party; 

 the Communist Party of India, 

 other left parties.
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12. Politics of Separatism

 the Muslim League; 

 the Hindu Mahasabha; 

 Communalism and the politics of partition; 

 Transfer of power; 

 Independence.
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13. Consolidation as a Nation

 Nehru's Foreign Policy; 

 India and her neighbours (1947-1964);

 The linguistic reorganisation of States (1935-1947);

 Regionalism and regional inequality;

 Integration of Princely States; Princes in electoral 

politics; 

 the Question of National Language.
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14. Caste and Ethnicity after 1947; 

Backward Castes and Tribes in post-

colonial electoral politics;

Dalit movements.
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• Prepare examples of Dalit assertion – Dalit Panthers, rise 

of Bahujan Samaj Party etc; try to memorize one 

movement that was successful in achieving its goals and 

other one that failed, and its analysis

• Tribes – continuity in their condition from the colonial 

era and the changes that have been introduced

• Caste & ethnicity- how they have been remolded in new 

shape, changes & continuity, reflection in day to day 

life, steps taken by society, better to prepare 1-2 social 

activist, role played by legislation, forces of 

globalization, education



15. Economic development and 

political change; Land reforms; 

the politics of planning and rural

reconstruction; Ecology and 

environmental policy in post-

colonial India; Progress of 

Science.
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• It will be easier if we prepare this portion in 

timeline frame how the changes have occurred and 

the impact it has left along with some examples-

either in form of legislation, social activists, 

individual initiatives or community initiatives

• For progress in science try to cover all dimensions-

IT, communication, space technology, medicine, 

research & development- examples can be quoted 

from GS paper 3



Other analytical questions 

asked in Previous years:

 The growth of territorial empire in India was neither planned 

no directed from Britain

 You can quote historians view- P.J.Marshall, Lord Seely and 

Bernard Porter supported this view, while counter view is based 

on historical evidences- armed trade, dependency between king 

& EIC etc.

 Imperial idea of British has a philosophical as well as 

functional basis

 English utilitarianism’s impact on agrarian policy; Indian 

society 

So, Best source of preparation and evaluating one is to go 

through past year question papers
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world History
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16. Enlightenment and 

Modern ideas:

 (i) Major Ideas of Enlightenment : Kant, Rousseau.

 Start with what were the roots of enlightenment (how 

scientific revolution contributed to it, role of exploration, 

rise of imperialism, fall in influence of church, antiwar 

sentiments); the major strands- romanticism, skepticism; also 

cover Montesquieu & Voltaire

 Major ideas- innovation in philosophy, literature, 

mathematics, science, economics(rise of mercantilism, 

laissez-faire), changes in law & its codification, challenging 

the aristocratic privileges & religious affiliations

 How it led to Industrial revolution

 Women’s rights

 Rise in humanitarianism
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 (ii) Spread of Enlightenment in the colonies.

 Start from the English enlightenment then how it influenced 

the Scottish enlightenment; how it came to the forefront in 

France, Germany & Italy; how German enlightenment was 

different from others 

 Spread in colonies- America- how it led to religious tolerance, 

rise of republicanism, indirectly led to American war of 

independence, focus on life, liberty & pursuit of happiness

 Role in Meiji restoration in Japan

 (iii) Rise of socialist ideas (up to Marx); spread of Marxian 

Socialism.

 Role of Plato, Rousseau, Francois Babeuf(father of Socialism)

 Concept of Utopian socialism

 Hegel versus Marx

 Spread of Marxian socialism- 1st International (International 

workingmen’s association) in Britain, Paris Commune 1871, 2nd

international 1889, 3rd international (Comintern) in 1919

 Impact in Britain, France, Germany, Russia and US
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17. Origins of Modern 

Politics :

 (i) European States System. (covered in new NCERT in 

detail)

 Transition from medieval to modern nation state system

 Treaty of Westphalia & end of thirty year war

 Rise of nationalism

 Role of renaissance , reformation & enlightenment; fall of 

Roman Church

 Rise of city states in Italy;

 Variation of concept of state across the nations-

similarities & differences
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 (ii) American Revolution and the Constitution.

 Why Britain was able to colonise- economic, technological, 
military + biological factors

 Background of revolution- political structure of colonies, 
Treaty of Paris 1763

 Laws & policies leading to War- slave trade monopoly, 
Navigation laws of 1660, stamp act, Quartering act 1765, 
Townshend Act 1767; Intolerable acts

 Other factors- independent way of thinking, trade, 
geographic location, enlightenment, colonial legislations 
impact

 Jefferson’s declaration of independence

 Reasons of American success- technological & geographical 
factors; Britain fighting on two fronts; support by France & 
Spain 

 Results of revolution? Impact on US, Britain & France; how 
it indirectly fueled French revolution; interpretations by 
historians (covered in glory, determinists (all about 
economics), Neo whigs (conservative approach), debate 
today ( radical & ideological)).

 American constitution- the process; formation of articles 
of confederation- its weaknesses, great compromnise of 
1787, Massachussets compromise  & bill of rights
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 (iii) French Revolution and Aftermath, 1789-1815.

 Why revolution happened only in France not other nations?

 Internal factors – Estates General of 1781, political-socio-

economic 

 External factors role of American revolution

 Role of enlightenment 

 Series of events- (importance of establishment of National 

Assembly 1789), Declaration of Rights of Man & citizen; 

food crisis; assembly’s weaknesses

 Positive changes & negative impact 

 Establishment of republic – constitution of 1791-; jacobins

vs girodians, role of sansculottes.

 Reign of terror & Thermidorian reaction; Jacobin 

constitution

 Role of directory; coup and rise of Napolean

 Impact of French revolution
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 iv) American Civil War with reference to Abraham 

Lincoln and the abolition of slavery.

 North versus south divide

 Series of events- 3/5 compromise, sectionalism, 

protectionism, slave power & free soil movement.

 Emancipation proclamation by Abraham Lincoln- its 

political & international impact, limitations; its 

importance

 What were positive impacts of war

 The limitations of war- women rights, political rights to 

blacks, corruption, misgovernment, violence against 

Southern Whites, right to vote or hold office taken from 

Southern Whites
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 (v) British Democratic politics, 1815-1850 : Parliamentary 

Reformers, Free Traders, Chartists

 Unreformed house of commons, why there were demands for 

reforms (including demand for women suffrage + removal of 

corruption), stages of reforms plus impact of each reform bill 

(do it in broad manner don’t go in depth); assessment of 

reforms

 Free traders v/s Protectionism debate; role of vested interest 

groups; impact on India & other colonies of rise in free trade; 

role of Board of trade; impact on international relations of 

Britain; debate over British Laissez Faire

 Who were Chartist? 6 reforms to make political system more 

democratic, background, People’s charter act of 1838, Chartist 

riot, Newport rising; causes of failure of Chartist; impact on 

Church and legacy of chartist. 6 reforms demanded were:

 vote for every man 21 years of age

 Secret ballot

 Payment of members on basis of honesty + service to constituency

 Equal constituencies

 No property qualification to be member of Parliament

 Annual Parliament elections
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18. Industrialization :

 (i) English Industrial Revolution : Causes and Impact on 

Society.

 Why IR in England?, role of mercantilism, causes of rise, 

characteristics, technological developments during IR + 

reform movements as a spill over impact

 (ii) Industrialization in other countries : USA, Germany, 

Russia, Japan.

 Better to create comparison tables, how it varied in all 

four nations; advantages that Germany had during the 

industrialization process; Why IR happened in Japan and 

not China?

 (iii) Industrialization and Globalization.
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19. Nation-State System :

 (i) Rise of Nationalism in 19th century.

 Factors and changed scenario from 18th to 19th century

 (ii) Nationalism : State-building in Germany and Italy.

 Germany – role of Napolean, formation of Zolleverein, 
revolution of 1830, how Prussia was natural leader; phases 
of integration, battle of Sadowa, Franco- Prussian war; 3 
forces of integration- Moltka, Roon & Wilhelm, Bismarck; 
effects of unification on Prussia, Austria, Italy & France

 Italian unification (Risorgimento)- role of Cavour,(mind) 
Mazzini(heart), Garibaldi(sword); role of Austria; early 
attempts at unification; how Piedmont came to the 
forefront; solving of Roman question

 How unification of both differed from each other

 (iii) Disintegration of Empires in the face of the 
emergence of nationalities across the World.
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20. Imperialism and 

Colonialism :

 (i) South and South-East Asia.

 (ii) Latin America and South Africa.

 (iii) Australia.

 (iv) Imperialism and free trade: Rise of neo-imperialism.

 Focus on the pull & push factors. There is a pattern for Asia 

other pattern for America and South Africa while Australia was 

colonized as a penal colony. Be thorough with the process and 

the nations involved.

 Remember that Thailand was only country in South East Asia 

that was never colonized

 Marxist Views about Imperialism, colonialism v/s imperialism, 

impacts 

 What is neo imperialism? Role of European powers, US< Japan, 

rise of social Darwinism, what led to rise of neo imperialism83



21. Revolution and Counter-

Revolution :

 (i) 19th Century European revolutions.

 1830 revolution, 1848 revolution and their impact

 (ii) The Russian Revolution of 1917-1921.

 Focus on two coups- February revolution & October 
revolution(was it a coup or mass resurrection?)

 Causes- socio-economic factors, factors related to WW1, 
political issues, influence of Western ideas, Czar’s policy of 
Russification

 Bolsheviks v/s Mensheviks; role of social revolutionaries ; 
provisional govt. v/s Petrograd soviet; Role of Lenin & 
Bolsheviks, problems they faced & how they solved)

 Civil war & its effects (tragedy for Russians, War communism, 
Political developments), New economic policy of Lenin 1921; 
Scissor crisis; Lenin- an evil genius?; Lenin v/s Stalin
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 (iii) Fascist Counter-Revolution, Italy and Germany.

 Weimar republic & its failure- causes? Rise of Nazism; factors 

leading to rise of Hitler; National Socialism; interpretations 

by Historians; Nazi ideologies ( Lebensraum, Fuhrer, Social 

Darwinism); consolidation of power by Hitler; how Hitler was 

able to stay in power?; Nazi as totalitarian state; Nuremberg 

Laws; structure of control in Nazi state; position of women; 

Role of Hitler in WW2, Spanish Civil War

 Fascism v/s Nazism

 What is Fascism? How it can be correlated to Communism? 

Why Mussolini was able to come to power? Difference in role 

of monarch in Italy & Germany? Difference in anti-Semitic 

feeling in both the countries? 

 Role of opposition and way of tackling

 Leaders : 

 Italy- Mussolini

 Germany- Hitler

 Spain- Franco

 Portugal- Salazar
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 (iv) The Chinese Revolution of 1949.

 Background- the warlord era, opium wars, Hundred days 

reform, Boxer rebellion, revolution of 1911, Japan’s 21 

demands of 1915

 Role of KMT(Kuomintang), Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, Chiang Kai-Shek

 Founding of Chinese Communist Party

 KMT v/s Chinese Communist party

 Role of Mao- his policies, factors leading to his popular 

support, difference in policies during World War 2

 Role of US and support to KMT 

 Formation of Taiwan and policies of Mao post Formation of  

republic- its impact 

 Role of China in power camps and spread of communism

 Difference in ideologies of Lenin/Stalin and Mao
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22. World Wars :

 (i) 1st and 2nd World Wars as Total Wars : Societal 

implications.

 (ii) World War I : Causes and Consequences.

 (iii) World War II : Causes and Consequences.

 Direct questions are asked from this portion, try to 

memorize names of  the leaders of various participant 

nations

 Interlink the events- what were the long term 

reasons/issues and what were the immediate causes

 Consequences will also be double fold- short & long term, 

as well as domestic + international; try to subdivide the 

answer wherever possible 
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23. The World after World 

War II:

 (i) Emergence of Two power blocs.

 (ii) Emergence of Third World and non-alignment.

 (iii) UNO and the global disputes.

 The topics we have to cover in international relations as 

well, better to prepare some examples where UN 

intervention proved to be successful and where it failed

 Non alignment also needs to be prepared similarly – its 

success, failure, role of India, significance today
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24 . Liberation from 

Colonial Rule :

 (i) Latin America-Bolivar.

 (ii) Arab World-Egypt.

 (iii) Africa-Apartheid to Democracy.

 (iv) South-East Asia-Vietnam.

 Try to remember the leaders/parties name and which 

power US/USSR was supporting which party

 Sequence of events 

 How the situation was manipulated due to economic and 

military assistance by the two camps

 Role of international institutions like UN, NAM in the 

liberation struggle
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25. Decolonization and 

Underdevelopment :

 (i) Factors constraining Development ; Latin America, 

Africa.

 Try to be multidimensional in approach covering all 

aspects- ethnicity, historical suppressions, prevalence of 

tribalism, economic & technological backwardness, neo 

imperialism, role of international and national leaders, 

local dynamics
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26. Unification of Europe :

 (i) Post War Foundations ; NATO and European 

Community.

 (ii) Consolidation and Expansion of European Community

 (iii) European Union.
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27. Disintegration of Soviet 

Union and the Rise of the 

Unipolar World :
 (i) Factors leading to the collapse of Soviet Communism 

and Soviet Union, 1985-1991.

 (ii) Political Changes in East Europe 1989-2001.

 (iii) End of the Cold War and US Ascendancy in the World 

as the lone superpower.

 Generally we get direct questions from this portion, be 

thorough with theory and try to understand the linkages of 

national & international happenings and how they impact 

each other
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We all know from where to 

start but what we forget during 

preparation is “where to stop”. 

If we go on behind one 

topic/subject other topics are 

bound to be neglected. Be 

balanced in approach and 

know “WHERE TO STOP” 93



Thank you

&

All The 

Best 
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